
As I pulled into the driveway in my older sister's hand-me-down car, I caught my

younger brother leaving to attend ùparty. "What time do you have to be home?" I inquired.

'oMom didn't give me a curfew," he nonchalantly explains as he shuts himself inside the car. I

stomped into the house. "Mom!!!" "How could you let go out without a curfew? When I

was his age, I had to be home every night by 10:00 P.M.!" My mother brushed off my questions,

once again handing me the short shrift. I grumbled all the way to my bedroom and slammed the

door.

Crammed in-between the treasured first-born and the spoiled youngest, we middle

children too frequently end up with the short end of the stick. I had no choice but to solve my

own problems while my parents were occupied solving those of the youngest. While my parents

were discovering 
- 

's handcrafted booby traps, I sat at the dining room table with my

multiplication flashcards. My parents gave my sister precedence on everything from who sat in

the front seat of the car, to who got the biggest piece of cake. I learned to negotiate from a

position of zero power- "You can have the front seat this time, but I get it on the way home."

I have not been coddled. I did not grow up with preferential treatment of any kind.

Playing the hand I was dealt, I developed independence and resiliency. By age four, no longer

the baby of the family, rational argument and strategy in dealings with my parents became my

forte. Quarrels with my brother and sister developed my skills as an expert negotiator. I kept

track of all of my parents' decisions regarding my siblings and appealed to the precedents they

unknowingly had set.

As a population, we middle children seem forever destined to be overlooked in favor of

the mature firstborn and the needy lastborn. Yet being "stuck in the middle" can form leadership

qualities. I obtained prudence from the elder, and became a leader to the youngest. I learned to



speak up, otherwise I would be ignored. I learned patience, often having to wait my turn. Sharing

was an acquired skill long before kindergarten. Compromise became essential. My mind adapted

to see different possibilities and ways to work around problems. In short, my whole life has

prepared me for my future career as a lawyer.

Within the last three years, I have earned three legal internships working for: judges in

the Family Courts, a private criminal defense firm, and the State Attorney

Office. My experiences during these internships reaffirmed my enthusiasm for fairness. The

family law judges worked tirelessly every day for families, creating just situations for parents

and children alike. The criminal defense firm strived to meet each client's individual needs.

Assistant state attorneys poured their hearts into their large caseloads to serve the community and

victims involved. I had the unique opporfunity to sit in on interviews with clients, provide

feedback on cases, and research applicable statutes. I would sift through each case's thick manila

folder, looking for valuable facts. In my discussions with attorneys, my interrogative nature

allowed me to glean as much as I possibly could from my time at each office. These lawyers and

judges, like me, each held an evident passion for achieving equitable outcomes.

I desire a legal career where it is possible to mediate and compromise in order to better

the situations of others. I may not have received the most attention growing up, but I did learn

when and how to make a case for what I believed was fair. I never presume that anything will be

handed to me and I have conditioned myself to put my best effort into everything that I do. Laws

represent the greatest concrete expressions of fairness that our society has to offer. As a middle

child, not only did I develop skills necessary to acquire justice for myself, but I also discovered a

deep passion in finding it for others. Law school will allow me to pursue this passion and create

justice for populations whose issues are overlooked.


